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ABSTRACT An imaging processing for the squint modemulti-channel in azimuth high-resolution and wide-
swath (MC-HRWS) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system is presented in this paper. First, the linear range
cell migration correction (RCMC) is employed to correct the skew Doppler spectrum for each channel echo.
Then, a robust Doppler spectrum reconstruction method is proposed, which is based on the robust Capon
beamforming and multi-Doppler-direction restriction technique. After the reconstruction, a two-step focus
approach is utilized to focus the image, where the first step is utilized to deal with the azimuth-invariance
components and the second addresses the azimuth-variance component introduced by the linear RCMC.
Since theDoppler centroid estimation is crucial to squintmode SAR imaging, this paper also presents a robust
entropy-based Doppler centroid estimation algorithm for an MC-HRWS SAR system, where the correlation
function approach is employed to estimate the baseband Doppler centroid. More importantly, an entropy-
based Doppler ambiguity number resolving approach is proposed and the bisection algorithm is utilized to
accelerate the searching process. Some simulation experiments are conducted to verify our proposal. Besides,
the results of some real MC-HRWS SAR data also show that the proposed method works well.

INDEX TERMS Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), high-resolution and wide-swath (HRWS), digital
beamforming, Doppler ambiguity suppression, Doppler centroid estimation, modified Stolt mapping, range
cell migration correction (RCMC).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
imaging techniques, high-resolution andwide-swath (HRWS)
imaging has attracted more and more attention. However,
wide unambiguous swath and high azimuth resolution impose
contradicting requirements on the design of space-borne SAR
systems [1]–[5]. This motivates the development of multi-
channel in azimuth SAR imaging systems [6]–[8], which
generally transmit chirp signals with a low pulse repetition
(PRF) to avoid the serious range ambiguity, and all of the
channels receive the echo simultaneously. Basically, this
imaging mode employs the spatial sampling in azimuth to
solve the azimuth time under sampling problem for each
channel echo [9]–[14]. Since the PRF is required to be low,

the recorded single channel echo is ambiguous in the main
lobe of the azimuth beam; Many azimuth signal reconstruc-
tion algorithms are devised to reconstruct Doppler ambiguity-
free signal during the imaging processing [8], [12].
In addition, when the SAR systems work at the squint mode,
they can get the information about the surface structure
through the measurement of backscattered azimuth angle
dependence [15]. Squinting may also increase the flexibil-
ity, where a desired area on a surface is imaged within a
single pass of the platform [16] and [17]. But, these squint
mode SAR systems [15]–[17] require the azimuth time
oversampling (high PRF) to ensure the Doppler spectrum
ambiguity-free while it prevents wide unambiguous swath.
Hence, the multi-channel in azimuth HRWS (MC-HRWS)
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SAR system operating at the squint mode is a meaningful for
the modern remote sensing.

As for most of the SAR imaging systems, image focus-
ing level is a significant indicator for the squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR system. Essentially, the focusing pro-
cess is a two-dimensional space-variant correlation of the
received data with the point scatter response of the SAR data
acquisition system [18]. Considering the computation and
accuracy requirements, various imaging algorithms for
squint mode SAR system have been proposed in the past.
In general, the imaging algorithms for squint mode SAR
can be divided into three categories [19]: Range-Doppler
algorithm (RDA) [20], ‘‘wavenumber domain’’ or ‘‘w-k’’
algorithm [21] and [22], and the Chirp Scaling algorithm
(CSA) [23] and [24]. All these algorithms need to trans-
form the echo into Doppler domain, which means that the
Doppler ambiguity suppression must be implemented before
the imaging processing. For the squint mode SAR, the target’s
2-D spectrum is skew and the total Doppler bandwidth is
larger than the effective Doppler bandwidth. Hence, when
an imaging algorithm mentioned above is adopted, high
PRF or more channels are required, which may decrease
the swath width or increase the system cost. In this paper,
the linear RCMC or the ‘‘squint minimization’’ operation
is employed to correct the skew Doppler spectrum for the
squint mode MC-HRWS SAR system. Following that, the
squinted effective wavelength [25] is utilized to obtain the
2-D frequency spectrum and the Doppler ambiguity-free
spectrum is reconstructed using the robust Doppler spectrum
reconstruction approach, which is based on the robust Capon
beamforming (RCB) and multi-Doppler-direction restriction
technique [8], [26]–[29]. Then, a two-step focus approach is
proposed for squint mode MC-HRWS SAR imaging. In the
first step, a modified Stolt mapping approach is applied to
process the azimuth-invariance components. During the sec-
ond step, the azimuth-variance brought by linear RCMC is
corrected using another modified Stolt mapping approach.

In addition, a robust entropy-based Doppler centroid esti-
mation algorithm (REDC) is presented for an MC-HRWS
SAR system in this paper. The REDC algorithm consists
of a correlation function based baseband Doppler centroid
estimation and an entropy-based Doppler centroid
ambiguity number resolving. During the baseband Doppler
centroid estimation, the cross-correlation functions of neigh-
boring channels are all utilized to form a correlation function.
Then, the phase of the correlation is extracted and the base-
band Doppler centroid is obtained. For the Doppler centroid
ambiguity number resolving, a set for the potential Doppler
centroid ambiguity number is selected, which includes the
true Doppler centroid ambiguity number. Using the selected
potential Doppler centroid ambiguity number, the linear
range cell migration correction (RCMC) and azimuth Der-
amping processing for the received echoes are adopted to
achieve a series of coarsely-focused SAR images. The true
Doppler ambiguity number corresponds to the image with
the minimum entropy value. Then, the bisection algorithm in

FIGURE 1. Geometry of an MC-HRWS SAR system: (a) geometry of an
MC-HRWS SAR system for the squint mode; (b) slant plane of the
squint mode for the m–th channel.

convex optimization theory [30] can be employed to acceler-
ate the searching processing for the true Doppler ambiguity
number.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the geom-
etry and echo model of an MC-HRWS SAR system for the
squint mode is presented. In Section III, the imaging process
and azimuth signal reconstruction approach are shown, where
a two-step focus approach is demonstrated for squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR. The REDC approach is developed for an
MC-HRWS SAR system in Section IV, which includes the
baseband Doppler centroid estimation and Doppler centroid
ambiguity number resolving. In Section V, some simulation
experiments are performed to verify our proposed algorithms.
In addition, in Section VI, the results of some realMC-HRWS
SAR data experiment are presented. Finally, in Section VII,
some conclusions are given.

II. GEOMETRY AND ECHO MODEL FOR SQUINT MODE
MC-HRWS SAR
The geometry of anMC-HRWS SAR system for squint mode
is illuminated in Fig. 1 (a), where the Cartesian coordinate is
involved. In Fig. 1 (a), X-axis denotes the direction of the
platform movement, Z-axis is away from the center of the
earth, Y-axis points to the left, completing the orthogonal,
right-handed frame [31], [32]. The platform moves along
X-axis at a velocity of v, Wg is the swath width, Rb denotes
the closest slant range between the target and the trajectory of
the platform and rc,m signifies the instantaneous slant range.
R0 denotes the slant range between the target and the ref-
erence channel at the beam center crossing time. Besides,
ϕ, φ and θ are the azimuth angle, the depression angle and
the cone angle, respectively. θ0 is the cone angle for the beam
direction in slant range plane, which is also named as squint
angle. Fig. 1(b) shows the slant plane of the squint mode for
them–th channel, where the blue line denotes the footprint for
the channel locating at position A. When the channel moves
to position A′, the beam center moves to position B′. The
position P corresponds to target P in the Fig. 1 (a).

In order to obtain HRWS SAR imaging, the system uses
the reference antenna to transmit a wide-beam signal, and
all antennas receive echoes simultaneously. Usually, the
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middle channel is regarded as the reference channel. Here,
a seven-channel in azimuth HRWS SAR system is taken
as an example, and the fourth channel is regarded as the
reference channel, which transmits a wide-beam chirp signal.
For each channel, the bi-static geometry of the radar echoes
can be converted into a mono-static one by compensating
a constant phase term [32]. Therefore, the received data
can be equivalent to self-transmitting and self-receiving data
corresponding to the effective phase center (EPC) and the
antenna phase center of each channel is assumed to be located
at its EPC. Assume that the coordinates of them–th channel at
time t are (vt + xm, 0, 0)(supposing that the system consists
of M channels, m = 1, 2, · · · ,M ), where xm denotes the
along azimuth baseline between them–th channel and the ref-
erence channel for EPC. In addition, the equivalent azimuth
time sampling interval between each two neighboring chan-
nels is xm+1−xm

v =
1x
2v , as is shown in Fig. 1 (a). After

EPC processing and range Fourier transform (FT),
the received echo of the m–th channel in range frequency
with channel mismatch in phase and along azimuth baseline
position measurement error [12], [31]–[34] can be expressed
as:

sc,m (kr , t)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr )g

(
t −

x − xm −1xm
v

)
× exp

(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)
exp

(
−j4π (fc + kr ) rc,m (x, y, t)

c

)
× exp (jξm) dxdy (1)

In Eq. (1)

rc,m (x, y, t) =

√
(xm +1xm + vt − x)2 + R20
−2R0 (xm +1xm + vt − x) sin θ0

,

where t is the azimuth slow time, γ denotes the chirp rate of
the transmitted signal, σ (x, y) is the clutter complex reflec-
tivity of scatter (x, y) on ground, c is the propagation velocity,
kr and fc are the base-band frequency (range frequency) and
the carrier frequency for the transmitted signal, respectively.
In addition, −Br

2 ≤ kr ≤
Br
2 and Br is the transmitted

signal bandwidth. g (t) is the antenna pattern and other slow-
time-variant characteristics, andH (kr ) denotes the range fre-
quency window function. ξm denotes the channel mismatch in
phase, which is assumed as a constant.1xm denotes the along
azimuth baseline position measurement error.

Since |(xm +1xm + vt − x)| << R0, the Taylor series is
utilized to expand rc,m (x, y, t), which can be rewritten as:

rc,m (x, y, t) ≈

√
v2 cos2 θ0 ·

(
t −

x − xm −1xm
v

)2

+ R20

−

(
t −

x − xm −1xm
v

)
v sin θ0

+

v3 sin θ0 cos2 θ0 ·
(
t − x−xm−1xm

v

)3
2R20

(2)

Using the principle of stationary phase (PSP) [35], [36],
Eq. (1) can be transformed into the azimuth Doppler domain
via FT. Then, the m–th channel echo can be expressed as:

S0c,m (kr , kx + fdc)

= S0 (kr , kx + fdc)

× exp
(
j2π

xm +1xm
v

(kx + fdc)
)
exp (jξm) (3)

where kx denotes the baseband Doppler frequency and

S0 (kr , kx + fdc)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) exp

(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)
G (kx + fdc)

× exp

−j4πR0 cos θ0
√(

kr + fc
c

)2

−

(
kx+fdc
2v

)2


× exp
(
−j2π (kx + fdc)

x
v

)
dxdy (4)

fdc =
2v sin θ0 (kr + fc)

c
=

2v sin θ0kr
c

+ fdc0

= fdc0 ·
(
1+

kr
fc

)
(5)

In Eq. (4) and (5), fdc denotes the unambiguous Doppler
centroid, which is variant with the frequency (kr + fc) of
the transmitted signal, and fdc0 =

2v sin θ0fc
c is the Doppler

centroid corresponding to the carrier frequency fc (In this
paper, the discussed and estimated Doppler centroid is fdc0
and the Doppler centroid fdc can be evaluated by using fdc0
in Eq. (5).). λ = c

fc
denotes the wavelength of the carrier

frequency andG (kx) = FT [g (t)] is the beam pattern, where
FT [·] denotes the Fourier transform. Let Ba be the bandwidth
of azimuth Doppler signal, which is determined by G (kx).
And kx satisfies with −Ba

2 ≤ kx ≤
Ba
2 . For a conventional

SAR system, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) must be
larger than the Doppler bandwidth Ba to avoid the Doppler
ambiguities from the Doppler bandwidth. However, for an
MC-HRWS SAR system, the PRF is less than Ba for each
channel echo to avoid the serious range ambiguities, which
is at the expense of the Doppler ambiguities. Hence, for an
MC-HRWS SAR system, the 2-D frequency spectrum of the
m–th channel echo can be expressed as:

Sc,m (kr , fa) =
I∑

i=−I

S0 (kr , fa + fdc + i · PRF)

× exp
(
j2π

xm +1xm
v

(fa + fdc + i · PRF)
)

× exp (jξm) (6)

where the total number of terms in the summation is 2I + 1
(for simplicity we use an odd number), which corresponds to
the Doppler ambiguity number and is less than the number of
EPC. In addition, PRF denotes the PRF and fa is the azimuth
Doppler frequencywith−PRF

2 ≤ fa ≤
PRF
2 andPRF < Ba <

(2I + 1) · PRF .
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Since the azimuth Doppler signal is sampled by the PRF
for each channel echo of the HRWS SAR system, the Doppler
centroid usually has Doppler ambiguity. Let

fdc0 = fη + Namb · PRF (7)

where fη and Namb denote the fractional (baseband Doppler
centroid) and integer parts (Doppler centroid ambiguity
number) of the Doppler centroid, respectively. In addition,
fη satisfies with −PRF

2 ≤ fη ≤ PRF
2 . Then, Eq. (6) can be

re-expressed as:

Sc,m (kr , fa)

=

I∑
i=−I

S0
(
kr , fa +1fη + fη + Namb · PRF + i · PRF

)
× exp

(
j2π

xm
v

(
fa +1fη + fη + i · PRF

))
× exp

(
j2π

xm +1xm
v

Namb · PRF
)
exp (jξm) (8)

where 1fη =
2v sin θ0kr

c denotes the range frequency-variant
component for the Doppler frequency.

III. SQUINT MODE MC-HRWS SAR IMAGING
ALGORITHM BASED ON TWO-STEP
FOCUS APPROACH
With the accurate estimated Doppler centroid, the imaging
algorithm for the squint mode MC-HRWS SAR will be dis-
cussed in this section. Firstly, the linear RCMC is imple-
mented before the Doppler ambiguity suppression and the
squinted effective wavelength approach [25] is utilized to
obtain the 2-D frequency spectrum. Then, a robust Doppler
spectrum reconstruction approach is utilized to reconstruct
the ambiguity-free Doppler spectrum. More importantly,
a two-step focus algorithm for the squint mode MC-HRWS
SAR imaging is presented.

A. LINEAR RCMC
With the accurate Doppler centroid, the channel mismatch
in phase can be estimated and calibrated by the algorithm
proposed in [12], [31]–[34]. Then, the received echo of the
m–th channel in range frequency can be reformulated as:

sc,m (kr , t) =
∫∫

σ (x, y)H (kr ) exp
(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)
× g

(
t −

x − xm −1xm
v

)
× exp

(
−j4π (fc + kr ) rc,m (x, y, t)

c

)
dxdy

(9)

Since the 2-D frequency spectrum of the squint mode SAR
echo is skew, the total Doppler bandwidth is larger than the
effective Doppler bandwidth. In [15] and [18], the ‘‘squint
minimized’’ spectrum for squint mode SAR is obtained by
linear RCMC, where the total Doppler bandwidth approx-
imately is equivalent to the effective Doppler bandwidth.

For the MC-HRWS SAR system, the linear RCMC function
can be constructed as

H1 (kr , t) = exp

{
−j

2π (kr + fc) f̂dc0
fc

(
t +

x ′m
v

)}
(10)

where f̂dc0 denotes the estimated Doppler centroid and x ′m =
xm + 1xm. Note that a channel mismatch in phase is
brought by linear RCMC when the accurate azimuth base-
line is unavailable, which will be considered during azimuth
Doppler signal reconstruction. After the linear RCMC, the
m–th channel echo can be expressed as (11), shown at the
top of the next page, Then, the azimuth FT is taken and the
m-th channel echo in the 2-D Fourier domain can be
expressed by [25], [34]

Sc,m (kr , fa) =
I∑

i=−I

S ′0 (kr , fa + i · PRF)

× exp
(
j2π

x ′m
v
(fa + i · PRF)

)
(12)

where −PRF
2 ≤ fa ≤

PRF
2 and

S ′0 (kr , kx)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) exp

(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)
g (kx)

× exp

−j4πR0 ·
√( kr+fcc

)2
−

(
kx+fdc
2v

)2
cos θ0

+
kx+fdc
2v sin θ0


× exp

{
−j2π (kx + fdc)

x
v

}
dxdy (13)

In Eq. (12), −Ba
2 ≤ kx ≤

Ba
2 denotes the baseband Doppler

frequency. In addition, Eq. (12) is obtained by using the
squinted effective wavelength approach proposed in [25].

B. DOPPLER SPECTRUM RECONSTRUCTION BASED ON
RCB AND MULTI-DOPPLER-DIRECTION RESTRICTION
For the MC-HRWS SAR system, the multi-channel steering
vector for the i-th ambiguity component in the Doppler bin fa
is [34]

ai (fa) =
[
exp

(
j2π

x ′1
v
(fa + i · PRF)

)
· · · exp

(
j2π

x ′m
v
(fa + i · PRF)

)
· · · exp

(
j2π

x ′M
v
(fa + i · PRF)

)]T
(14)

where [·]T denotes the vector transpose operation. For the
Doppler ambiguity-free spectrum reconstruction, the key is
to construct the optimal criterion to estimate the accurate
steering vector and obtain the weights for beamforming.
Considering that the channel mismatch cannot completely
be calibrated, such as the accurate along azimuth baseline is
unavailable and there is residual channel mismatch in phase,
a further calibration step for channel mismatch in phase is
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sc,m (kr , t)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) exp

(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)

× g
(
t −

x − x ′m
v

)
exp

(
−j4π (fc + kr ) x sin θ0

c

)
exp

−j
4π (fc + kr )

c
·


√(

x ′m + vt − x
)2
+ R20

−2R0
(
x ′m + vt − x

)
sin θ0

+

(
t −

x − x ′m
v

)
v sin θ


 dxdy

(11)

implemented using the approach proposed in [33] and the
optimal criterion of RCB is exploited to estimate Doppler
ambiguity component direction. When the i–th ambiguity
component for theDoppler frequency fa needs to be extracted,
the optimal criterion for estimating the Doppler ambiguity
component’ direction follows that [28], [29], [40]–[44]

min
a

aHR−1 (fa) a

subject to ‖a− ai (fa)‖ ≤ ε
‖a‖ ≤ M (15)

where ε is a given constant and satisfies ε > 0, a denotes
the estimated steering vector andR (fa) represents the covari-
ance matrix corresponding to the Doppler bin fa. Then,
the Lagrange multiplier methodology is utilized to obtain
the estimation of a [43], which is denoted as âi (fa). When
the accurate steering vectors for all of the directions are
available, a linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV)
algorithm based onmulti-Doppler-direction restriction is pre-
sented [43] to obtain the weights for beamforming, where
nulls are formed for Doppler ambiguity components’ direc-
tions. Then, the optimization problem for the LCMV algo-
rithm is expressed as:

min
Wi(fa)

WH
i (fa)R (fa)Wi (fa)

subject toWH
i (fa)C = QH (16)

where C is a steering matrix of size M × (2I + 1), which is
constructed as:

C =
[
â (φ0) , â

1
(φ0) , â

2
(φ0) , · · · â

2I
(φ0)

]
(17)

In Eq. (17), â (φ0) denotes the steering vector for the sig-
nal direction, which is obtained using with RCB algorithm.
â1 (φ0), â

2
(φ0) and â2I (φ0) etc. are the steering vectors

for ambiguity components’ directions. In order to keep the
strongest power for the signal direction and form the nulls
for the ambiguity components’ directions, one can have
Q = [100 · · · 0]H of size (2I + 1) × 1. Then, the solution
to the optimization problem can be written as:

Wopt
i (fa) = R−1 (fa)C

(
CHR−1 (fa) C

)−1
Q (18)

The extraction of the i–th ambiguity component for the
Doppler bin fa can be expressed as

Ŝ0 (kr , fa + i · PRF) =
{
Wopt

i (fa)
}H
· Sc (kr , fa) (19)

After all of the ambiguity components for all of the Doppler
bins being extracted and re-arranging the Doppler spec-
trum, the reconstructed Doppler ambiguity-free echo can be
expressed as:

S (kr ,Kx)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) exp

(
−j
π

γ
k2r

)
g (Kx)

× exp

−j4πR0 ·

√(

kr + fc
c

)2

−

(
Kx + fdc

2v

)2

× cos θ0 +
Kx + fdc

2v
sin θ0




× exp
{
−j2π (Kx + fdc)

x
v

}
dxdy (20)

where− (2I+1)2 PRF ≤ Kx ≤
(2I+1)

2 PRF denotes the Doppler
frequency after the azimuth signal reconstruction.

C. TWO-STEP FOCUS BASED IMAGING ALGORITHM
As discussed in [15] and [18], after the linear RCMC, the
equivalent slant-range for the scatterer locating at (x, y)
becomes R0 + x · sin θ0. After the range compression,
Eq. (20) can be re-expressed as:

S (kr ,Kx)

=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) g (Kx)

× exp

−j4πrs ·

√(

kr + fc
c

)2

−

(
Kx + fdc

2v

)2

× cos θ0 +
Kx + fdc

2v
sin θ0




× exp

j2πx ·
 2

√(
kr+fc
c

)2

−

(
Kx+fdc

2v

)2

× cos θ0 ·sin θ0−
Kx+fdc

v
cos2 θ0




× dxdy (21)

where rs = R0 + x · sin θ0. From Eq. (21), the 2-D frequency
spectrum of the reconstructed ambiguity-free echo consists
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FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the proposed imaging algorithm for squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR.

of the azimuth invariance part and the azimuth variance part.
Then, the azimuth invariant RCMC and bulk focus processing
can be implemented by using a modified Stolt mapping,
which has the form of

k ′r + fc
c
=

√(
kr + fc
c

)2

−

(
Kx + fdc

2v

)2

cos θ0

+
Kx + fdc

2v
sin θ0 (22)

Eq. (22) is called the first step focus processing in this paper.
Substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21), the 2-D frequency spec-
trum can be re-written as Eq. (23), shown at the bottom of
the next page. Eq.(23) is deducted with the preliminary that
cos2 θ0 − sin2 θ0 6= 0, with which the detailed discussions
will be presented in the following section. From Eq. (23),
one notes that there is residual azimuth variance RCM.
In order to eliminate the azimuth variance introduced by lin-
ear RCMC, another Stolt mapping operation is taken, which
is shown as Eq. (24), shown at the bottom of the next page.
Eq. (24) is called the second step focus processing. Then,
after the second Stolt mapping operation and 2-D inverse FT,
the focused image can be written as:

s
(
t̂, t
)
=

∫∫
σ (x, y) sin c

(
t̂ −

2 (R0 + x sin θ0)
c

)
× sin c

(
t −

x
v

)
dxdy (25)

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the proposed imaging algo-
rithm for the squint mode MC-HRWS SAR system, where
the Doppler centroid estimation has been presented in
Section III and IV. The these steps introduced in this section
are simplified by Steps A, B and C, respectively. For Step C,
the azimuth invariance RCMC and azimuth bulk focus pro-
cessing are involved in the first step. Then, the residual
azimuth variance RCMC and focus processing correspond to
the second step.

TABLE 1. Main system parameters.

D. DISCUSSION OF IMAGING PROCESSING
Eq. (23) is obtained with the condition of cos2

θ0 − sin2 θ0 6= 0, i.e., θ0 6= ±π4 . When θ0 = ±π4 ,
Eq. (23) can be re-expressed as (26), shown at the bottom
of the next page.

Then, the Stolt mapping operation in the second focus
processing is

K ′x =
cos2 θ0 · K 2

x − sin2 θ0 ·
(
2v
c

(
k ′r + fc

))2
2 cos2 θ0 · Kx − 2 sin3 θ0 ·

(
2v
c

(
k ′r + fc

))
−

2v
c

(
k ′r + fc

)
sin θ0 (27)

After the Stolt mapping operation and 2-D inverse FT, a well-
focused SAR image can be obtained. Fig. 3 shows the simu-
lation experiment of a point target when the squint angle is
θ0 =

π
4 . During the simulation experiment, the other system

parameters are shown in Table 1 and the point target is located
at the scene corner (with an along azimuth left offset of 0.5km
for the scene center). The contour plot of the imaging result
after the second Stolt mapping operation following Eq. (27)
is shown in Fig. 3(a), which is after 16 times interpolation.
The corresponding azimuth section is presented in Fig. 3(b),
where the peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) is −13.20dB and the
integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR) is −10.28dB. In addition,
when θ0 = −π4 , similar performance can be obtained. The
good focusing results confirm the feasibility of the two-step
method indicated by Eq.(26) and (27).

Another approach to solve the problem of cos2 θ0 −
sin2 θ0 = 0 during the imaging processing is by introducing
an error for squint angle. When θ0 = ±π4 , we can approxi-
mately regard the squint angle as θ0+1θ or θ0−1θ , where
the value of 1θ is very small, such as 10−5 rad or smaller.
Then, Eq. (23) is still utilized to implement the second Stolt
mapping operation. Fig. 4 presents the imaging results with a
squint angle error, where1θ = 10−5 and the other conditions
are the same with the last experiment. The contour plot of the
imaging result is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the corresponding
azimuth slice is presented in Fig. 4(b), in which the PSLR
is −13.19dB and the ISLR is −10.28dB. From Fig. 4, one
can note that the well-focused point target can be obtained
and the performance is close to that in Fig. 3. Since the error
of squint angle is very small, the influence on the imaging
performance can be ignored. More importantly, the imaging
process is the same as that when the squint angle θ0 6= ±π4 .
Hence, the second approach is more appropriate for the
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FIGURE 3. Imaging result after Stolt mapping operation using Eq. (51) when squint angle θ0 = π/4: (a) contour plot for focused point target
after 16 times interpolation; (b) azimuth section for the focused point target.

MC-HRWS SAR system, where the squint angle may be
changed.

In order to further illuminate the efficiency of the proposed
imaging approach for squint mode HRWS SAR, a com-
parison experiment is conducted, where the nonlinear chirp
scaling approach proposed in [39] is employed to focus the
point target after the linear RCMC and azimuth signal recon-
struction. Fig. 5 (a) illustrates the contour plot for the imaging

result with 16 times interpolation and Fig. 5 (b) shows the
azimuth slice for the imaging result. As discussed in [15]
and [39], the azimuth-variant components are brought by the
linear RCMC and the nonlinear chirp scaling approach uses
the third term to correct the azimuth-variant component of
the second term. During the nonlinear chirp scaling process,
an offset of azimuth Doppler spectrum is introduced. Mean-
while, the performance of nonlinear chirp scaling approach

S
(
k ′r ,Kx

)
=

∫∫
σ (x, y)H (kr ) g (Kx) exp

{
−j2π

(
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)
·
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−j2πx ·
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c

(
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FIGURE 4. Imaging result by introducing an error 1θ = 10−5 for squint angle when squint angle θ0 = π/4: (a) contour plot for focused point target
after 16 times interpolation; (b) azimuth section for the focused point target.

FIGURE 5. Imaging result using the nonlinear chirp scaling approach proposed in [39]: (a) contour plot for the imaging result after 16 times
interpolation; (b) azimuth section for the imaging result.

does not fit well for the high squint mode, which is shown
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 (b), the PSLR is only −5.6dB. From the
experimental results, we can note that the proposed squint
mode imaging approach performs better than the nonlinear
chirp scaling approach.

Then, the Omega-K algorithmwithout modification is ana-
lyzed. A contrast between the original Omega-K algorithm
and our proposed algorithm is given. The original Omega-K
algorithm can only work well for the side-look mode or low
squint mode. For the high squint mode, the focused SAR
image cann’t be obtained using the original Omega-K algo-
rithm. In order to illuminate this problem, a simulation exper-
iment is implemented, where the squint angle is 7◦ and the
corresponding experiment result is presented in Fig. 6. The
original 2-D frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 6 (a). After
the linear range cell migration, the 2-D frequency spectrum is

presented in Fig. 6 (b). Using the original Omega-K algorithm
to interpolation, the corresponding 2-D frequency spectrum is
shown in Fig. 6 (c). Fig. 6 (d) gives the 2-D frequency spec-
trum after the interpolation processing using the proposed
approach in this paper. Note that the considerable portion of
the 2-D frequency spectrum signal is loss for the original
Omega-K algorithm without modification. Conversely, the
2-D frequency signal can be well preserved for the proposed
approach in this paper. Hence, the point target can’t be well-
focused using the original Omega-K algorithm, where the
corresponding imaging result is shown in Fig. 6 (e). On the
contrary, the point target can be well-focused using the imag-
ing processing approach in this paper and the corresponding
imaging result is presented in Fig. 6 (f).

Another simulation experiment is adopted to discuss the
essentiality for the linear range cell migration correction
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FIGURE 6. Imaging contrast between the original Omega-K algorithm and our proposed algorithm for squint mode (the squint angle is 7◦):
(a) The original 2-D frequency spectrum; (b) the 2-D frequency spectrum after linear range cell migration correction; (c) the 2-D frequency
spectrum after interpolation processing using the Omega-K algorithm without modification; (d) the 2-D frequency spectrum after interpolation
processing using the proposed approach in this paper; (e) the imaging result using the Omega-K algorithm without modification;
(f) the imaging result using the proposed approach in this paper.
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FIGURE 7. The reconstructed 2-D frequency spectrum (the squint angle is 25◦): (a) the reconstructed 2-D frequency spectrum without linear range
cell migration; (b) the reconstructed 2-D frequency spectrum after linear range cell migration.

FIGURE 8. Imaging result contrast between the proposed approach in [6] and our proposed algorithm: (a) the azimuth slice of the imaging result
when the azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction using the proposed approach in [6]; (b) the azimuth slice of the imaging result when the
azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction using proposed RCB-based approach in this paper.

before the azimuth Doppler signal reconstruction, which is
an important difference between the original Omega-K algo-
rithm without modification and the proposed approach in this
paper. Fig. 7 presents the reconstructed 2-D frequency spec-
trum for the squint mode multi-channel in azimuth HRWS
SAR system, where the squint angle is 25◦.When the azimuth
Doppler signal is reconstructed, the reconstructed Doppler
spectrum is presented in Fig. 7 (a). Note that there a part of the
frequency spectrum signal is loss. For the imaging processing
using the original Omega-K algorithm without modification,
the frequency spectrum signal with loss will be employed.
The performance of point target focus will be further dete-
riorated. After the linear range cell migration, the azimuth
Doppler spectrum can be well-reconstructed and the point
target can be well focused using the approach proposed in this
paper,, where the image result is shown in Fig. 7 (b). Hence,

the proposed approach proposed in this paper performs well
for the squint mode multi-channel in azimuth HRWS SAR
system.

In addition, the proposed RCB-based approach can be
robust for the channel mismatch in phase and form the nulls
for the Doppler ambiguity component directions during the
Doppler spectrum reconstruction. Conversely, the Doppler
spectrum reconstruction proposed in [6] is sensitive for the
channel mismatch in phase. The Doppler spectrum recon-
struction proposed in [8] can’t form nulls for Doppler ambi-
guity component directions, where the details are shown
in [34]. Hence, comparing with the Doppler spectrum recon-
struction proposed in [6], the proposed RCB-based approach
can work well for the multi-channel in azimuth HRWS SAR
system with channel mismatch in phase. Fig. 8 presents
the imaging result contrast between the proposed approach
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in [6] and our proposed algorithm, where the multi-channel
in azimuth HRWS SAR system with channel mismatch in
phase is involved (The channel mismatch in phase is small.).
Note that the azimuth slice of the imaging result shown
in Fig. 8 (a) is with obvious Doppler ambiguity components
when the azimuth Doppler spectrum reconstruction using
the proposed approach in [6]. When the azimuth Doppler
spectrum is reconstructed using the proposed RCB-based
approach, the azimuth Doppler ambiguity components can
be well suppressed and the corresponding azimuth slice of
the imaging result is given in Fig. 8 (b). One can note that the
Doppler ambiguity components have been well-suppressed.

IV. ROBUST ENTROPY-BASED DOPPLER CENTROID
ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR MC-HRWS SAR SYSTEM
In [45] and [46], the estimation of baseband Doppler centroid
is presented for the squint mode MC-HRWS SAR system,
where the Doppler characteristics in each channel is utilized.
The estimated baseband Doppler centroid can be written as:

f̂η =
PRF
2π
· angle (C) (28.a)

C =


M0−1∏
m=1

Cm+1,m

 · C1,M0 (28.b)

where angle [·] is the phase extraction operator, Cm+1,m is
the cross-correlation coefficient between the m-th channel
and the m + 1-th channel, C1,M0 is the cross-correlation
coefficient between the M0-th channel and the first channel.
The details can be found in [45]. Using Eq. (28), the esti-
mated baseband Doppler centroid can be obtained, even if
the channel mismatch in phase [33], [34] is involved. But,
the Doppler ambiguity number cannot be estimated. In the
section, the Doppler centroid ambiguity number resolving
will be discussed.

From Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), one notes that a Doppler centroid
ambiguity number is corresponding to a squint angle when
the baseband Doppler centroid is fixed. Thus, a true Doppler
centroid ambiguity number conforms to a true squint angle,
which is fixed, when the baseband Doppler centroid is fixed.
A potential Doppler centroid ambiguity number corresponds
to a potential squint angle (Before the Doppler centroid
ambiguity number estimation, we can obtain an estimated
set for the true Doppler centroid ambiguity number using the
platform parameters and system parameter, such as azimuth
angle, depression angle, cone angle, and velocity etc.. Each
element in the set is an integer and can be regarded as the
potential Doppler centroid ambiguity number.). Then, the
corresponding potential squint angle for the potential Doppler
centroid ambiguity number is utilized to construct the linear
RCMC function, which can be expressed as:

F1 (kr , t) = exp
(
−j

4π (fc + kr )
c

v sin θcor · t
)

(29)

where θcor denotes the corresponding squint angle. After
the range compression and using Eq. (29) to correct the

FIGURE 9. Geometry of simulated point targets.

linear range migration component in the m–th channel echo,
the echo in the 2-D time domain can be written as:

sc,m
(
t̂, t
)
=

∫∫
σ (x, y) h

(
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2r ′c,m (x, y, t)
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where
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≈
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In Eq. (31), t̂ denotes the range fast time, h
(
t̂
)
=

IFT [H (kr )], where IFT [·] denotes the inverse FT. Usually,
since H (kr ) is the range frequency window function, h

(
t̂
)

can be regarded as the sinc function. Then, the azimuth
deramping operation is taken and the azimuth deramping
function is constructed as

F2 (t) = exp

{
j
4π fcv2 cos2 θ0

cR0
t2 + j

2π fcv2 cos2 θ0 sin θ0
cR20

t3
}

(32)

After multiplying Eq. (32) to Eq. (20), an azimuth FT is
implemented to finish the azimuth deramping operation.
In order to evaluate the focus of the deramped image,
the entropy of the image is defined as [37], [38]:

En {g (n, k)} =
∑
m

∑
n

∑
k

|gm (n, k)|2

G
ln

G

|gm (n, k)|2
(33)

where

G =
∑
m

∑
n

∑
k

|gm (n, k)|2 (34)
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FIGURE 10. Contour plots of targets 1-9 for imaging processing using the conventional algorithm (the nonlinear chirp scaling approach proposed
in [39]): (a)-(i) are plots of target 1-9, respectively.

In Eq. (33) and Eq. (34), gm (n, k) denotes the discrete expres-
sion of the deramped image for the m-th channel.
From Eq. (31), we note that the linear RCMC operation

only affects the coefficient of the residual linear term in
slant range, which is v (sin θ0 − sin θcor ). Then, with the
true Doppler centroid ambiguity number Namb_true and the
potential Doppler centroid ambiguity number Namb_obt , the
modulus value of the coefficient for the residual linear term
has the form of

|v (sin θ0 − sin θcor )|

=

∣∣∣∣λ2 (fη + Namb_true · PRF)− λ2 (f̂η + Namb_obt · PRF)
∣∣∣∣

(35)

Since f̂η is an accurate estimation of fη, f̂η can be
approximately equivalent to fη. The Eq. (35) can be
reformulated as:

|v (sin θ0 − sin θcor )| =
λPRF
2

∣∣Namb_true − Namb_obt ∣∣ (36)

In Eq. (36), Namb_true is a constant (unknown) integer,
Namb_obt is an element in the set of the potential Doppler
centroid ambiguity number. When Namb_obt < Namb_true,
|v (sin θ0 − sin θcor )|monotonically decreases with Namb_obt .
The larger |v (sin θ0 − sin θcor )| means the larger residual
linear range walk component, and the signal energy is dis-
persed into more range bins after the range compression

and linear RCMC. When the azimuth deramping opera-
tion is taken for the echo to obtain the deramped images,
the higher entropy of the image corresponds to the larger
residual linear range walk component. Hence, the entropy of
the deramped image monotonically decreases with Namb_obt .
Similarly, the entropy of the deramped image monotonically
increases with Namb_obt for Namb_obt > Namb_true. More
importantly, the minimum entropy value of the deramped
image can be acquired when Namb_obt = Namb_true. Con-
sequently, a feasible way to estimate the Doppler centroid
ambiguity number is to calculate the entropy of the deramped
image for all elements in the set of the potential Doppler
centroid ambiguity number and find out the Doppler centroid
ambiguity number corresponds to the deramped image with
the minimum entropy value. Then, in order to accelerate the
searching processing for the true Doppler ambiguity number,
the bisection algorithm in convex optimization theory [30]
can be employed

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a multi-point-target simulation experiment is
performed to further verify the two-step focus based imaging
algorithm.

1) Data Description: A multi-point-target simulation
experiment is performed and the data is obtained
by space-borne experiment with a seven-channel in
azimuth HRWS SAR system, where the simulation
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FIGURE 11. Contour plots of targets 1-9 for imaging processing using the proposed algorithm: (a)-(i) are plots of target 1-9, respectively.

FIGURE 12. Imaging processing for RCMC: (a) a strong scatter point target before RCMC; (b) a strong scatter point target after RCMC.

system parameters are similar to those in [5], [47], [48].
The detailed parameters are shown in Table 2. The
total length of the antenna is 29.9m in azimuth, and
seven subarrays are uniformly divided. The center
subarray transmits chirp signals, and all subarrays
receive the echoes. Hence, the azimuth Doppler band-
width is approximately 3173Hz for the received echoes.
When the PRF is designed as 500Hz, the Doppler

ambiguity number is 6.3 for the received echoes in each
channel.

2) Results and Experiment Analysis: During the simula-
tion experiment, an array of point targets is set in the
illuminated scene. Fig. 9 shows the geometry of the
scene, where nine point targets denoted by targets 1-9
are considered. With the accurate Doppler centroid
obtained by the proposed Doppler centroid estimation
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TABLE 2. Main system parameters.

FIGURE 13. Imaging result of the real MC-HRWS SAR data for squint
mode.

algorithm, the linear RCMC is implemented. Then,
the azimuth Doppler spectrum is reconstructed using
the RCB-based reconstruction algorithm. After that,
the chirp scaling algorithm proposed in [23] and [24] is
utilized to finish the imaging process, which is called
as the conventional algorithm. The interpolated con-
tour plots of the imaging results are shown in Fig. 10.
We note that only the point target located in the mid-
dle of the scene can be well-focused, which is pre-
sented in Fig. 10(e), while the other point targets can-
not be well-focused. The reason is that the azimuth-
variance brought by the linear RCMC exists in the
azimuth time domain. Fig. 11 shows the interpolated
contour plots of the imaging results using the pro-
posed two-step focus algorithm in this paper. In this
figure, all of the point targets can be well-focused. So,
the proposed two-step focus based imaging algorithm
is valid for the squint mode MC-HRWS SAR imaging
processing.

VI. REAL MC-HRWS SAR DATA EXPERIMENT
In the aforementioned section, the signal property is analyzed
and the simulation results are shown to validate the proposed
methods. In this section, some real airborneMC-HRWS SAR
data process results are presented.

1) Data Description: This dataset was collected by
an airborne X-band SAR working in MC-HRWS
squint mode. The main system parameters of the
multi-channel in azimuth SAR system are tabulated
in Table 3. For the multi-channel SAR system, there are
five channels and uniformly distributed along the track.

TABLE 3. Main parameters for the real MC-SAR system.

The azimuth offset of each two neighboring channels
is 0.27m. The middle channel transmits chirp signals
and all of the channels receive echoes. The speed of
the carrier aircraft is about 120m/s, and the Doppler
bandwidth is approximately 888Hz. Since the PRF is
only 200 Hz, the Doppler ambiguity number is approx-
imately 4.5.

2) Results and Analysis: Using the proposed Doppler
centroid estimation algorithm to estimate the Doppler
centroid, the obtained baseband Doppler centroid
is −77.1 Hz. Then, the proposed entropy-based
Doppler centroid ambiguity number resolving algo-
rithm is utilized to estimate the Doppler centroid ambi-
guity number and we can obtain the accurate Doppler
centroid ambiguity number −1. Hence, the estimated
Doppler centroid is−277.1Hz. After that, with the esti-
mated Doppler centroid, the linear RCMC, ambiguity-
free Doppler spectrum reconstruction and two-step
focus based imaging processing are implemented to
finish RCMC. Fig. 12 (a) shows the signal of a strong
scatter point target before RCMC. We can see that the
signal of the target is dispersed into several range bins.
After the RCMC, the signal of the target is aligned in
a horizontal line shown in Fig. 12 (b). Hence, the esti-
mated Doppler centroid is accurate enough for imaging
process.

The focused image is presented in Fig. 13 using the
proposed two-step focus based imaging approach and the
zoomed local image for the green rectangular region is
shown in Fig. 14(a). Furthermore, in order to analyze the
focused result, a strong point target marked in the red
region in Fig. 14(a) is extracted to interpolate. The extracted
point target corresponds to the signal shown in Fig.12.
Then, the interpolated result for the point target is presented
in Fig. 14 (b). From Fig. 14 (b), it is noticed that the point
target has been well-focused. In addition, the conventional
imaging algorithm (the nonlinear chirp scaling approach pro-
posed in [39]) is also employed to process the squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR data. Fig. 15 (a) shows the corresponding
interpolated result for the point target presented in Fig. 14 (b).
We can see that the imaging result using the conventional
imaging approach has high sidelobes. Then, Fig. 15 (b) shows
a comparison of the resultant azimuth slices between the
proposed two-step focus based imaging approach and the
conventional imaging approach, where the solid red line cor-
responds to the proposed approach and dashed black line
is the conventional approach (the nonlinear chirp scaling
approach proposed in [39]). It is clear that the proposed imag-
ing approach has lower sidelobes and narrower mainlobe.
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FIGURE 14. Local zooming for the imaging result: (a) local zooming for the green region of Fig. 15; (b) interpolated result for the strong scatter point
target marked in Fig. 16 (a).

FIGURE 15. Comparison of the imaging results between the conventional imaging algorithm (the nonlinear chirp scaling approach proposed in [39])
and the proposed algorithm: (a) interpolated result for the strong scatter point target imaging result using the conventional algorithm;
(b) comparison of the azimuth slices for imaging results using the conventional imaging algorithm and the proposed algorithm.

In consequence, the proposed algorithm for squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR has better performance in this case.

VII. CONCLUSION
In modern geoscience and remote sensing, the observation
for earth to obtain an HRWS image by SAR has caught more
and more attention. In many cases, a SAR system is required
to work at the squint mode to get the information about the
surface structure through the measurement of backscattered
azimuth angle dependence. In this paper, anMC-HRWS SAR
system is operating at the squint mode is investigated. For this
MC-HRWS SAR system, two significant problems have been
discussed, which are the imaging processing and the Doppler
centroid estimation. For the imaging processing, the linear
RCMC is utilized to obtain the ‘‘squint minimized’’ spec-
trum. After the azimuth Doppler ambiguity-free spectrum

being reconstructed using the robust Doppler spectrum recon-
struction approach, two-step focus based imaging is proposed
to obtain a well-focused SAR image, where two modified
Stolt mapping operations are involved. For the Doppler cen-
troid estimation, a REDC approach is developed, which con-
sists of baseband Doppler centroid estimation, entropy-based
Doppler centroid ambiguity number resolving and gradient-
based bisection searching. In addition, some applications
and detailed discussions for Doppler centroid estimation and
imaging processing are also presented in this paper. Finally,
some simulation experiments and real experimental results
of MC-HRWS SAR data are utilized to verify the accuracy
and efficiency of our proposed algorithms. In the future,
we will focus improving the swath for the squint mode
MC-HRWS SAR system, where the DBF technology pro-
posed in [49], [50] is combined.
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